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An employee handled a call at the MBTA new 'centralized call center' for the Ride in Malden.
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Over the past 17 years, Joyce Breda experienced the occasional hiccup with The Ride, a delay on her way to work or a
doctor’s appointment. But nothing like the problems she’s encountered this year with the T’s doortodoor service for the
disabled.
One morning, her ride to work was waiting outside her office in Allston, instead of her home in Quincy. Another day, her
ride home arrived nearly four hours late. In the past four months, Breda has missed three days of work and two medical
appointments because of problems with the paratransit service.
“It’s not reliable anymore,” said Breda, who is blind and works as a receptionist
for the Massachusetts Association for the Blind. “Almost every week it’s
something. Sometimes it’s more than once a week.”
Since the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority launched an overhaul of
the costly system four months ago, complaints like Breda’s have surged. In the
first three months after creating a new call center for The Ride — February,
March, and April — the MBTA fielded an average of 424 complaints, up from
325 a month over the preceding year, according to agency statistics. Totals for
May and June are not yet availab le, but passengers continue to report
problems.
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Meanwhile, The Ride’s
ontime performance has dropped from its usual rate of above 90 percent to about 86 percent in
Comments
June, state officials said.
The problems have been so severe that the MBTA has fined the company running the new call center, Global Contact
Services, $100,000 for wait times for callers and other issues, based on penalties spelled out in the contract.
“With any systems change of this magnitude, there’s going to be some glitches,” said Carolyn Villers, executive director of
the Massachusetts Senior Action Council. “It seems word on the street from people who use The Ride is that the system is a
mess, and it’s at a greater scale than anticipated.”
Passengers report they have waited for hours at medical offices for rides, had
rides simply not show up, dealt with rude or unhelpful call center operators,
and struggled to reach the center by phone, Villers said. Some passengers say
the vans take them on circuitous routes that make little sense, said Bill
Henning, executive director at the Boston Center for Independent Living, a
nonprofit group that provides services to people with disabilities.
Naomi Gray, a 76yearold Roxbury resident, said her ride home from church
one Sunday didn’t show up, evidently picking up a different passenger in her
place.
“I called and they said they had picked me up,” Gray said. “I said, ‘No, they didn’t pick me up. I’m still here.’ ”
The complaints make up a tiny percentage of the more than 170,000 trips The Ride provides each month through three
regional contractors. And MBTA officials say complaints might have increased because some customers could complain
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about both Global Contact
Commentsand the service operator, generating multiple complaints for a single incident.
But the MBTA and Global Contact acknowledge that the new system has had a bumpy start.
“Anytime you go through an implementation and integration, there are going to be hiccups,” Global Contact chief operating
officer Brian Overcash said.
The new call center, which opened in February, consolidates scheduling and dispatching for the three regional companies
that operate The Ride’s vehicles. Global Contact Services, a North Carolina firm that also runs the call center for New York
City’s paratransit system, won a $38.5 million contract last year to run the center through at least 2020.
So far, the call center is scheduling and dispatching vehicles for two of the three service providers. It will take on duties for
the third company next month.
MBTA officials say the new system carries several benefits. Instead of calling a service provider directly, passengers now
call one number to arrange a ride, a shift that should lead to having more efficient routes, reducing operating costs, and
eliminating the need to transfer between vehicles when traveling between regions, transit officials said.
The MBTA is working to address the problems by ensuring the call center’s software is functioning properly. Merging the
data and routing information from three separate call centers into one system “has produced the occasional anomaly in
service provision,” said Michael Lambert, a deputy administrator for the Department of Transportation.
While the software, which is licensed by the T, partially automates scheduling and routing, Global Contact is responsible
for making manual adjustments throughout the day based on schedule changes or traffic issues. The company said it is
ramping up hiring and training staff to better deal with such issues. About half of the 125 people working at the call center
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previously worked as
dispatchers for the existing service providers, while the others are new employees. The center will
Comments
eventually have 160 to 170 workers, Overcash said.
The MBTA is also asking one of thetransportation service providers to put more vehicles on the road during peak hours to
reduce delays.
At an MBTA board meeting this week, acting MBTA General Manager Brian Shortsleeve said the missed trips were
“unacceptable,” but said riders would see improvements in the “next four to eight weeks.”
Shortsleeve said he believes the call center, through more efficient routes, will eventually provide better service at a lower
cost, resulting in nearly $40 million in savings by 2020.
The MBTA board is scheduled to discuss the call center further at a meeting Monday.
The agency has long struggled to reduce the cost of The Ride, which costs the agency about $45 a trip.
It has also launched a pilot program with ondemand ridehailing companies Uber and Lyft that charges passengers just $2
a ride. The MBTA covers the balance of the fare, up to $13. Global Contact will eventually oversee dispatching for those
rides as well.
The MBTA has floated other costcutting ideas in recent years, including service cuts and fare hikes, but shelved them
because of fierce resistance from passengers and advocates for the elderly and disabled.
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A class at the MBTA's new 'centralized call center.”

Adam Vaccaro can be reached at adam.vaccaro@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter at @adamtvaccaro.
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Three dead in shooting in Madison, Maine, police say
Three people were killed and a fourth person wounded in a series of shootings in the town of Madison. The suspected shooter was killed by
police.
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Cambridge welcomes refugees, but few are resettled there
In their efforts to help refugees, wellmeaning residents and local politicians have come up against the city’s high cost of living
and the limitations of local government.
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Even in crisis, UMass Boston can’t shake its habit of political hiring
I thought the University of Massachusetts Boston had fallen on hard times, but apparently that depends on whose times we are
discussing.
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Amid an unprecedented financial crisis, the campus has hired at least seven people with connections to state government and
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politics.
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Great white shark ‘hooked and released’ near Rockport
“Cisco,” who was tagged last year off Nantucket, was released as soon as the fishermen saw the ocean predator had a
transponder affixed to its dorsal fin.
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$10 million gift launches joint Harvard, Children’s Hospital brain center
A new research center at Harvard and Boston Children’s Hospital will explore the evolution of the human brain.
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Baker health proposals would hurt poor, advocates say
One significant change would allow the administration to shift about 140,000 adults, including 100,000 parents, from
MassHealth to private insurance plans.
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Pete Frates gets help with medical bills
The man who inspired the Ice Bucket Challenge and his family are being helped by a new program that covers the uninsured
cost of skilled home care.
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The head of the Mass. conference authored the resolution denouncing President Trump’s withdrawal from the Paris climate
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Kennebunkport loves the Bushes. The feeling is mutual.
Despite the frailties of age, George H.W. Bush and Barbara Bush seem to be everywhere in town this summer.
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After years of delay, Harvard’s Allston expansion gains ground
Outgoing Harvard President Drew Faust will leave perhaps no legacy bigger than the Allston campus that has begun to take
shape.
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Fireworks lit up the Boston night in a colorful and loud display.
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Esplanade visitors know what they want: the Pops, ﬁreworks
“What a patriotic event. . . The way things are going right now, in the country, in the world — we need it.” MORE...

In which month are Mass. drivers most likely to get a traﬃc ticket?
As far as days of the week go, Fridays had the highest number of violations in recent years, while significantly fewer were
issued on Sundays.
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Here’s a list of upcoming ﬁreworks displays in Massachusetts
You don’t have to wait for the Fourth of July to see fireworks in Massachusetts.
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Taxi injures
cab drivers at Logan Airport in ‘tragic accident’

Ten people were injured when a taxi jumped a curb and hit a group of drivers, in an incident that officials said did not appear to
be intentional.
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3 great white sharks spotted oﬀ Cape Cod
The sharks are part of a larger population boom off the coast.
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This is how the city manages traﬃc lights — but not for much longer
City officials say they’re upgrading Boston’s traffic management system.
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